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Environmental changes
shake Earth to its core
who (are
just trying to) support what they believe
in,” junior Seeva Cherukuri
said. “It’s taking us back (a
step). The power of these corporate companies (is being used) to mislead us, and the
environment (is the one) who’s hurting.”
Another form of greenwashing includes promoting green campaigns for the sole purpose
of profit or improving public image. While this
is less harmful than misinformation, this does
open the door to shortcuts in sustainability that
might not yield the greatest results. An example is General Motors “ecomagination” campaign contradicting their other environmental
habits. According to a New York Times article,
“Green” products give red ﬂags
General Motors is investing millions into
“ecomagination,” but is reluctant in helping to
Christy Ma
clean up the Hudson River, which they helped
news editor
contaminate by dumping PCBs--or Polychloecyclable plastics, all-natural products,
rinated Biphenyls, a toxic chemical difficult to
sustainably sourced--these all sound like wondecompose--for 30 years. This form of altering
derful initiatives to combat the many environpublic perception can result in selecting their
mental crises of today, and sometimes they are.
products over another band, which may not
However, sometimes buying that colorful,
advertise their eco-friendliness as well.
recyclable bottle may not have the impact many
“When (someone) is walking down an aisle, and
intend.
(they) see something that is
“Greenwashing” is a term
(marketed as) environmentally
that refers to the marketing
friendly, (they) are going to
of a product as more envipick that product,” Murphy
ronmentally friendly than
said.
it really is in an attempt to
However, there are people
make a profit off of unassumstanding up and fighting
ing customers. This means
this misinformation. In 2019,
that companies can tell halfRene Walker filed a classtruths in order to capitalize
action lawsuit against Nestle
on the eco-friendly wave. This
chocolate company, Walker v.
includes a range of marketing
Nestle USA, Inc. et al. Nestle
tactics from nature images on
was marketing its products
bottles to meaningless labels.
as “sustainably sourced,” but
“It’s like the different levels
according to ClassAction.org,
of organic,” AP environmental
they were profiting off of child
science teacher Terrence Murlabor and contributed heavphy said. “To be truly organic,
ily to the deforestation of the
you have to have these 97 perIvory Coast, buying cocoa off
AP environmental science of protected lands.
cent environmentally-friendly
practices. For (companies that
“Most companies are forteacher Terrence Murphy
don’t meet this standard),
profit, so it’s (up to the) conthey can label themselves as all-natural, which
sumer to know what they’re buying,” Murphy
(almost everything) is all-natural.”
said. “There needs to be (more) regulations on
Some examples of greenwhat can be said, and there needs to be truth
washed products are colorful bottles in statements. A certain label needs to follow
that claim to be recyclable. While
a certain standard, you can’t just put random
this is technically true, recycling
labels on because of a marketing campaign.”
is, at heart, a business, and the
For the everyday consumer, it is important
demand for recycled colored bottles
to read into claims such as “free-range” or
is low.
“recyclable” or “all-natural” or “sustainably
Tom Szaky, co-founder of Tersourced.” Speaking out against products which
racycle, said that clear and white
misinform can help stop the effectivity of greenplastics are in demand due to dyewashing.
ing flexibility, and the rest is often
“Look deeper (than the surface),” AP envidiscarded into landfills. Furtherronmental science teacher Taryn Vanderpool
more, products that then say they
said. “Tell (people) exactly how much they are
are made from these recycled matericontributing to this whole environmental cause.
als may only have a small percentage
Inform the public with announcements, posters
come from recycled materials and opt
and conversation.”
to leave the truth in fine-print.
“It’s misleading and terrible for
big corporations to do this to consumers

Greenwashing:
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“

There needs to
be (more) regulations on what
can be said,
and there needs
to be truth in
statements.
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